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AN hp-ADAPTIVE STRATEGY FOR THE SOLUTION OF
THE EXACT KERNEL CURVED WIRE POCKLINGTON
EQUATION
D. LAHAYE

AND P. W. HEMKER

Abstrat. In this paper we introdue an adaptive method for the numerial solution of the
Poklington integro-dierential equation with exat kernel for the urrent indued in a smoothly
urved thin wire antenna. The hp-adaptive tehnique is based on the representation of the disrete
solution, whih is expanded in a pieewise p-hierarhial basis. The key element in the strategy is
an element-by-element riterion that ontrols the h- or p-renement. Numerial results demonstrate
both the simpliity and eÆieny of the approah.
Key words. eletromagneti sattering, wire antenna, Poklington, exat kernel, nite element
approximations, hp-adaptivity.
AMS subjet lassiations. 45J05, 65N30, 41A10, 78A50.
1. Introdution. In this study we treat eletri eld sattering from thin urved
wire antennas. The urrent that an inident eletrial eld indues in the antenna
is omputed by solving the Poklington integro-dierential equation [12, 7, 15℄. In
engineering literature the redued kernel approximation is typially used. However,
if very ne meshes are used for the disretization, the ill-posedness of the resulting
problem auses spurious osillations in the numerial solution, whih prevents the
omputation of highly aurate solutions [8, 2, 13, 14, 16℄. We therefore treat the
omputationally more hallenging exat kernel model [4, 3℄.
The nite element (FE) tehnique proposed in this paper ahieves high auray
at moderate omputational ost by automati adaption of both the mesh width (h-
adaptation) and the polynomial degree (p-adaptation) of the approximation to the
loal smoothness of the solution. The disrete solution is expanded in a pieewise
hierarhial basis [18℄, onsisting of the standard linear FE shape funtions enrihed
with higher order bubble funtions . Apart from the treatment of a smooth arbitrarily
urved wire, a new aspet in this work is the element-by-element riterion for h- or p-
renement. As shown below, this riterion is based on the behaviour of the oeÆients
of the disrete solution in the hierarhial basis representation.
The fat that we want to solve the problem for an arbitrarily urved wire geome-
tries implies that the resulting disrete system generally will not be of Toeplitz type.
Suh geometries prevent the use of the orresponding omputational shortuts that
makes the omputation for linear, irular and helial antennas more eÆient [9℄.
This paper is strutured as follows: in Setion 1 we introdue the Poklington
integro-dierential equation and its Bubnov-Galerkin disretization. In Setion 2 we
desribe our approximation of the exat kernel, the hoie of the nite element basis
funtions and the hp-adaptive strategy. In Setion 3 we desribe the onstrution
of the disrete operators and the hp-adaptive algorithm. In Setion 4 we provide
evidene of the eetiveness of our approah and nally we summarize the main
onlusions of this work.

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Fig. 1.1. Curved wire geometry.
1.1. Poklington's equation for the urved thin wire antenna. The ge-
ometry of the ylindrial smoothly urved wire is desribed by the loation of its
axis (t; h
1
(t); h
2
(t)) 2 R
3
and its radius a. Here, parametrized by t, h
1
(t) and
h
2
(t) desribe the horizontal and vertial deviations from the straight antenna aligned
with the x-axis. The hull of the wire is desribed by r(t; ; a) = (t; h
1
(t); h
2
(t)) +
a (0; os ; sin )
1
. On the wire axis we denote its diretion by
s(t) =
 r(t; ; 0)=t
k r(t; ; 0)=tk
:
As shorthand we use r = r(t; ; a), z = r(t
0
; 
0
; a) and s = s(t).
We onsider the urrent on the ylindrial hull r(t; ; a) to be aused by either an
inoming plane wave eletromagneti eld or an impressed urrent soure over a nite
gap in ase of a reeiving or an emitting wire, respetively. We use the simplifying
approximation that the urrent only exists on the lateral surfae of the wire, i.e.,
s  J
S
 
r(t; ; a)

 I(t; )=(2a), where J
S
is the surfae urrent density and I(t; )
the total urrent over the wire. The derivative of the urrent in the diretion of the
wire is denoted by I
0
(t; ) =

t
I(t; ) = (s  r
r
) I(t; ).
In ase of a reeiving antenna, Poklington's integral equation desribing the
relation between the eletri eld E
in
and the urrent I(t; ) reads (fr. [12, 7, 15℄)
 { ! " s E
in
(r) = k
2
Z
t
0
Z

0
s  s
0
I(t
0
; 
0
)
2
G(kr  zk) dt
0
d
0
(1.1)
+(s  r
r
)
Z
t
0
Z

0

t
0
I(t
0
; 
0
)
2
G(kr  zk) dt
0
d
0
;
where
G(r) =
e
 { k r
4 r
: (1.2)
This is the equation with exat kernel. The emitting antenna is modeled by setting
E
in
(r)  0 and impressing a given urrent I(t) = I
0
on the part of the integration
domain that orresponds with the gap in the antenna.
1
Notie that bending a irular ylindrial antenna results in an antenna that is no longer irular
ylindrial.
3For the disretization we write this equation in its weak formulation, using a
weighting funtion  (t; ) and integrating over the wire hull
 2{ ! "
Z
t
Z

 (t; ) s E
in
(r) dt d
= k
2
Z
t
Z

Z
t
0
Z

0
 (t; )I(t
0
; 
0
) s  s
0
G(kr  zk) dt
0
d
0
dt d
 
Z
t
Z

Z
t
0
Z

0
 
0
(t; )
I(t
0
; 
0
)
t
0
G(kr  zk) dt
0
d
0
dt d : (1.3)
We remember that k
2
= !
2
=
2
= !
2
 " and nd
kr  zk =
s
(t  t
0
)
2
+ (h
1
(t)  h
1
(t
0
) + 2a sin sin )
2
+ (h
2
(t)  h
2
(t
0
)  2a os sin)
2
;
with  = ( + 
0
)=2 and  = (
0
  )=2.
1.2. The Galerkin disretization. In the disrete approximation we neglet
the possible dependene of I(t; ) on  and we set
I(t; ) =
X
j
I
j

j
(t) : (1.4)
Note that in this disrete form we do not represent the possible -dependene of
I(t; ). This results in a formalism similar to the one analysed in [16℄. Similarly to
(1.4) we take for the weighting funtions  (t; ) = 
i
(t) to obtain the Bubnov-Galerkin
disretization
2{ ! "
Z
t
Z


i
(t) s E
in
(r) dt d =
X
j
I
j

 k
2
Z
t
Z

Z
t
0
Z

0

i
(t)
j
(t
0
) s  s
0
G(kr  zk) dt
0
d
0
dt d
+
Z
t
Z

Z
t
0
Z

0

0
i
(t)
0
j
(t
0
)G(kr  zk) dt
0
d
0
dt d

: (1.5)
Thus, in order to ompute the urrent I(t), we have to solve the symmetri linear
system
X
j
 
B
ij
  k
2
A
ij

I
j
= 4
2
{ ! " f
i
; (1.6)
where f
i
is given by
f
i
=
1
2
Z
t
Z


i
(t) s E
in
(r) dt d =
Z
t

i
(t) < s E
in
> (t) dt ;
where < s E
in
> (t) denotes
< s E
in
> (t) =
1
2
Z

s E
in
(r) d ; (1.7)
4and where the impedane matries A and B orresponding to the vetor and salar
potential are dened by
A
ij
=
Z
t
Z
t
0
s  s
0

i
(t)
j
(t
0
)
f
I
G
(t; t
0
) dt
0
dt (1.8)
and
B
ij
=
Z
t
Z
t
0

0
i
(t)
0
j
(t
0
)
f
I
G
(t; t
0
) dt
0
dt ; (1.9)
respetively, where
f
I
G
(t; t
0
) =
Z

Z

0
G(kr  zk) d
0
d : (1.10)
If the wire is smoothly urved (i.e., if the radius of urvature is muh larger than the
wire thikness) we see that
f
I
G
(t; t
0
) is well approximated by [13, eq.(1)℄
I
G
(; ) = 2
Z
=2
=0
e
 { 
p

2
+4 sin
2

p

2
+ 4 sin
2

d ; (1.11)
with  =
1
a
p
t
2
+h
2
1
+h
2
2
=
1
a
p
(t  t
0
)
2
+ (h
1
(t)  h
1
(t
0
))
2
+ (h
2
(t)  h
2
(t
0
))
2
and  = ka. This means that  denotes the wave-number saled to the wire radius
and  a saled distane between two points on the wire. To aount for the urvature,
we later also need the notation h = a =t. As we are interested in antennas with a
length of the order of 1m, a radius of about 0:001m, and frequenies in the order of
1GHz, interesting values of  range from about 0:005 to about 0:02. In priniple, the
tehnique explained in this paper an be applied to any range of . However, dierent
ranges will require other expansions of the form (2.8) and (2.9).
1.3. Funtional of the solution. We are partiularly interested in the aurate
omputation of the voltage V indued over a nite gap in a reeiving antenna. This
voltage is omputed by appliation of the reiproity theorem to the antenna in an
emitting and a reeiving state. Denoting by I(t) the urrent indued in the emitting
antenna with onstant urrent I
0
impressed over the gap, and by < s  E
in
(t) > the
quantity introdued in (1.7), the indued voltage is equal to (see e.g., [5, 10, 6℄)
V =
Z
t
I(t)
I
0
< s E
in
> (t) dt ; (1.12)
where the integral is omputed over the antenna, exluding the gap.
2. Numerial Method. In this setion we show three basi tehniques that un-
derly our algorithm for the solution of Poklington's equation: (1) the approximation
of the exat kernel, (2) the introdution of a loal p-hierarhial nite-element basis,
and, (3) the priniple of the hp-adaptive strategy used to determine a suÆiently
aurate disretization.
2.1. Approximation of the kernel. An essential point in the eÆient eval-
uation of the impedane matries (1.8) and (1.9) is the evaluation of I
G
(; ). To
understand how this funtion is evaluated, in the disussion below we rst distinguish
between large and small values for .
5For large values of  we nd the approximation
I
G
(; ) = 
e
 { 
p
2+
2
p
2 + 
2
+ e(; ) ; (2.1)
whih is muh similar to the redued kernel expression. The relative error in this
approximation satises, asymptotially for large ,




e(; )
I
G
(; )




= 2 (3 + ( )
2
) Æ
2

 2
+O(
 4
) ; (2.2)
where Æ denotes the relative deviation of the antenna from the straight line, i.e.,
Æ =
p
h
2
1
+h
2
2
=(a). Further, we may assume that the length of the antenna is of
the order of one wavelength, i.e.,    O(1). So, (2.2) desribes how the auray
of the approximation (2.1) depends on Æ and . For Æ = 0, the approximation (2.1)
orresponds with the approximation in [4, eq.(3.3)℄ for the straight antenna. Below
we show how (2.1) is used in atual omputations for general Æ.
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Fig. 2.1. The funtions E
0
(), E
1
(; 
0
) =  Im

I
G
(; 
0
)

=2 and E
0
()   E
2
(; 
0
) =
Re

I
G
(; 
0
)

=2 for 0    2000 and 
0
= 0:01.
For small values of  the vanishing denominator in the integrand of (1.11) indues
the singularity of the kernel. Therefore we split I
G
(; ) in a singular and a regular
part. We introdue the real funtions E
0
(), E
1
(; ) and E
2
(; ) in order to write
I
G
(; ) = 2
Z
=2
=0
1
p

2
+ 4 sin
2

d + 2
Z
=2
=0
e
 { 
p

2
+4 sin
2

  1
p

2
+ 4 sin
2

d
= 2E
0
()  2 (E
2
(; ) + { E
1
(; )) ; (2.3)
with for the singular part [11, 17℄
E
0
() =
Z
=2
=0
1
p

2
+ (2 sin)
2
d =
1
p
4 + 
2
K

4
4 + 
2

=
1

K
 
 4=
2

:
6Here, K() is the ellipti integral of the rst kind [1℄. The funtion E
0
() is simple
to ompute (see Figure 2.1). For  ! 0 we have asymptotially
E
0
() =
1
2

log(2)  log()   
(0)

1
2

  

 
1
32

log(2)  log() 
1
2
 
(0)

3
2

 
1
2
 
(0)

 
1
2

   + 1


2
(2.4)
+O
 

4

:
Here (and only here)  is the Euler gamma and  
(0)
is the polygamma funtion. On
the other hand, for  !1 we nd asymptotially
log(E
0
()) = log(=2)  log()  
 2
+O
 

 4

: (2.5)
With suh a priori knowledge it is a simple matter of elementary numerial analysis
to onstrut an expansion that approximates the funtion E
0
() up to a required a-
uray. In fat we use an expansion in terms 
2i
and 
2i
log  with a suÆient number
of terms to approximate E
0
() with required auray in some neighbourhood of the
origin. E.g., 0  i  4 yields an auray of 6 digits on [0; 2℄. This type of expansion
will be used below with higher auray for the approximation of Re

e
I
G
(; )

for
small .
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e
E
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In the non-singular part of I
G
(; ) we distinguish the imaginary and the real
part
E
1
(; ) = 
Z
==2
=0
sin


p

2
+ (2 sin)
2


p

2
+ (2 sin)
2
d ;
and
E
2
(; ) = 
Z
==2
=0
sin
2


2
p

2
+ (2 sin)
2


2
p

2
+ (2 sin)
2
d :
7Studying the asymptoti behaviour of E
1
(; ) for  !1 we nd an approxima-
tion
E
1
(; ) 
e
E
1
(; ) =

8
2
4
 
4 +
3
(
2
+ 2)
2
!
sin


p

2
+ 2

p

2
+ 2
(2.6)
 
3 os


p

2
+ 2

(
2
+ 2)
2
 

2
sin


p

2
+ 2

(
2
+ 2)
3=2
3
5
that for  in our range of interest, i.e., 0:005    0:02, is aurate to 13 digits.
This auray extends over all . The auray of this formula deteriorates for larger
values of , but the approximation remains useful for values  . 0:5.
For E
2
(; ) we nd a similar approximation
E
2
(; ) 
e
E
2
(; ) =

8
2
4
 
4 +
3
(
2
+ 2)
2
!
2 sin
2


2
p

2
+ 2

(
2
+ 2)
1=2
(2.7)
 
3  sin


p

2
+ 2

(
2
+ 2)
2
+

2
os


p

2
+ 2

(
2
+ 2)
3=2
3
5
:
However, this approximation is less aurate. In our range of interest 0:005    0:02
the auray is only 3.5 digits. The error beomes more signiant only for the
smaller values of  (see Figure 2.2). So, in order to realize an eÆient and aurate
evaluation for the real part of I
G
(; ), we onstrut an approximation ombined
with E
0
(). Beause of the singularity at  = 0, for small values of  we use four
terms from the asymptoti expansion for  ! 0 of E
0
(), and we orret this with
a multivariate approximation of the dierene between E
0
()   E
2
(; ) and this
asymptoti expression. For the larger values of  we take (2.7) and we orret it with
a series expansion in odd powers of 1=. Combining the expressions (2.5), (2.6) and
(2.7) it is easily veried that in the limit for large  our approximation for I
G
yields
the modied redued kernel expression (2.1).
Summarizing, for
e
I
G
(; y), the approximation of I
G
(; ), we nd
Im

e
I
G
(; )

=
e
E
1
(; ) ; (2.8)
Re

e
I
G
(; )

2
8
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
:
Span


2i

j
(log )
k
; i = 0;    ; 6; j = 0; 1; 2; k = 0; 1
	
for 0 <  < 3:1 ;
e
E
2
(; ) + Span


 4i+1

j
; i = 0; 1;    ; 5; j = 0; 1
	
+
+ Span


 4i+3
; i = 0; 1;    ; 4
	
for   3:1 ;
(2.9)
where the oeÆients in the expansion (2.9) are determined as to obtain the best least
squares t with Re

I
G
(; )

. In the range of interest the auray of the approxima-
tion is at least 8 digits.
Splitting o the singular part for the evaluation of the integrals. In order to om-
pute the disrete operator entries (1.8)-(1.9) involving integrals of our singular kernel
funtion I
G
, we split this funtion in a singular and a regular part. That is, we write
I
G
(; ) = I
S
(; ) + I
R
(; ) ; (2.10)
8where both I
S
(; ) and I
R
(; ) are smooth funtions and where I
S
(; ) ontains the
logarithmi terms and I
S
(; ) = 0 for  > 
0
for some 
0
. Integrals involving I
S
(; )
and I
R
(; ) are omputed analytially and by quadrature, respetively. In order
to assure that both I
S
(; ) and I
R
(; ) are smooth, we take I
S
(; ) = I
G
(; )  
I
Taylor
(; ) for   
0
, where I
Taylor
(; ) is a Taylor expansion of I
G
in  at  = 
0
.
The part I
R
is the smooth remaining part, dened by (2.10). For the numerial
approximations
e
I
S
and
e
I
R
we take 
0
= 3:1 and obtain
e
I
S
(; ) 2 Span


2i

j
(log )
k
; i = 0;    ; 6; j = 0; 1; 2; k = 0; 1
	
for 0 <  < 3:1 ; (2.11)
Re

e
I
R
(; )

2
8
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
:
Span


2i

j
; i = 0;    ; 6; j = 0; 1; 2
	
for 0 <  < 3:1 ;
e
E
2
(; ) + Span


 4i+1

j
; i = 0; 1;    ; 5; j = 0; 1
	
+
+ Span


 4i+3
; i = 0; 1;    ; 4
	
for   3:1 ;
(2.12)
Im

e
I
R
(; )

=
e
E
1
(; ) : (2.13)
2.2. Choie of the loal basis. In order to form the disrete system we have
to make a hoie for the basis funtions f
j
g in (1.5). Beause we want to onstrut
an hp-adaptive method to obtain optimal eÆieny, we partition 
, the domain of
integration for t and t
0
, in elements of arbitary sizes. So we obtain the mesh
t
0
< t
1
< t
2
<    < t
N
or



=
N
[
i=1
[t
i 1
; t
i
℄ =
N
[
i=1

i
:
On this mesh we introdue a ontinuous, pieewise polynomial basis of degree p with
pieewise linear funtions and higher order hierarhial bubble funtions (i.e., p  1),
so that the basis for our approximation on the interval 
i
= [t
i 1
; t
i
℄ beomes

i;0
(t) = 
0+(i 1)p
(t) = (t
i
  t)=(t
i
  t
i 1
);

i;k
(t) = 
k+(i 1)p
(t) =
k+1
Y
j=1
t  t
i;j;k+1
(t
i
  t
i 1
)
k+1
for k = 1;    ; p  1; (2.14)

i;p
(t) = 
p+(i 1)p
(t) = (t  t
i 1
)=(t
i
  t
i 1
);
where t
i;j;k
=
1+
j;k
2
(t
i
 t
i 1
)+t
i 1
with 
j;k
the j-th point in the k+1-point Lobatto
quadrature rule. In this way we form a pieewise polynomial funtion spae of degree
p. Notie that all basis funtions have support 
i
exept the pieewise linear 
ip
,
i = 1;    ; N   1, that have support 
i
[ 
i+1
. In ase that p is varying aross
elements, the global numbering of the degrees of freedom is modied aordingly. To
onstrut the matries A and B in (1.8)-(1.9) it is onvenient to introdue a loal basis
for the standard interval [ 1;+1℄ from whih the funtions (2.14) an be derived. For
9example, for p = 7, these basis funtions are given by
'
0
() = (1  )=2 ;
'
1
() = ( + 1)(   1)=2
2
;
'
2
() = ( + 1)(   1)=2
3
;
'
3
() = ( + 1)

 +
q
1
5

  
q
1
5

(   1)=2
4
;
'
4
() = ( + 1)

 +
q
3
7



  
q
3
7

(   1)=2
5
;
'
5
() = ( + 1)

 +
q
1
21
(7 + 2
p
7)

 +
q
1
21
(7  2
p
7)


  
q
1
21
(7  2
p
7)

  
q
1
21
(7 + 2
p
7)

(   1)=2
6
;
'
6
() = ( + 1)

 +
q
1
33
(15 + 2
p
15)

 +
q
1
33
(15  2
p
15)



 +
q
1
33
(15  2
p
15)

  
q
1
33
(15 + 2
p
15)

(   1)=2
7
;
'
p
() = ( + 1)=2 :
(2.15)
With the basis funtion introdued in (2.15), the solution on element 
i
is approxi-
mated by
P
p
k=0

k

i;k
.
2.3. The priniple of the hp-adaptive strategy. The hp-adaptive strategy
in this paper relies on the above p-hierarhial base and makes use of the fat that
for smooth funtions the oeÆients {on a single element in a pieewise polynomial
approximation{ are supposed to derease as a geometri sequene.
More preisely, we an say that the approximation of a C
p+1
-funtion in a neigh-
bourhood of width 2h allows a p-hierarhial polynomial representation in whih the
oeÆients are bounded by a geometrially dereasing sequene, if h is small enough.
This is easily seen for a loal basis with funtions ft
i
g
i=0;:::;p
for whih the terms in
the Taylor series expansion are bounded by h
i
kfk
C
p
=i!, i = 0; : : : ; p. For the basis
(2.15), we nd for the oeÆients
j
p
+ 
0
j=2 


f
0
+ h
2
 
f
2
+ h
2
 
f
4
+ h
2
f
6



j
p
  
0
j=2  h


f
1
+ h
2
 
f
3
+ h
2
 
f
5
+ h
2
f
7



j
1
j  h
2


f
2
+ h
2
 
6
5
f
4
+ h
2
9
7
f
6



j
2
j  h
3


f
3
+ h
2
 
10
7
f
5
+ h
2
5
3
f
7



j
3
j  h
4


f
4
+ h
2
5
3
f
6


j
4
j  h
5


f
5
+ h
2
21
11
f
7


j
5
j  h
6
jf
6
j
j
6
j  h
7
jf
7
j
(2.16)
with f
i
= f
(i)
(0)=i!, i = 0; : : : ; p. This shows that, for small h, our hierarhial basis
the oeÆients 
i
, i = 1; : : : ; p  1, are of order O(h
i+1
), and bounded by
j
i
j  C h
i+1
kfk
C
1
[ h;h℄
:
This not only shows that {for a ne enough mesh{ we expet the oeÆients for eah
interval to derease geometrially, but also that the rate of derease doubles when
the mesh is halved. By the nature of the hierarhial representation it makes sense
to onsider the last non-vanishing term in the representation as an estimate for the
loal error.
10
The above observations lead to the following hp-adaptive strategy. On a (non-
uniform) mesh we determine in eah interval a p-hierarhial representation of the
solution with a suÆient number of terms. On eah interval the onvergene of the
approximation is studied. If the rate of derease of the oeÆients is fast enough, then
the series is trunated suh that an a-priori given tolerane riteria is satised. If the
rate of derease is not fast enough, then the interval is split into two smaller intervals
of equal size and a new approximation is omputed. The proess will stop after a
nite number of iterations, exept in those areas where derivatives are unbounded.
At suh singular loations the proess an be stopped by introduing a limit for the
minimal allowed mesh-size. Details of the strategy are explained in Setion 3.4.
In this way a suÆiently aurate approximation is obtained, exept at well-
determined loations where the solution has a singular behaviour.
The square root singularity. From analysis [13℄ it is known that at the end-points
of a reeiving straight-line thin-wire antenna the urrent shows a square-root singular-
ity. Hene, it is interesting to study the behaviour of the oeÆients in the hierarhial
representation in this partiular ase where derivatives beome unbounded.
Therefore, we onsider the segment of the antenna where the singularity ours
(i.e., near an end-point). Knowing the type of singularity, we an estimate the oef-
ients in the hierarhial expansion. Denoting the length of the element by h, on
the elements [0; h℄ and [h; 2h℄ we approximate the funtion f(t) =
p
t by a suh a
polynomial approximation. Therefore we x the values at the endpoints to determine
the linear approximation, whereas the higher order ontributions are determined by
optimal L
2
-approximation. Beause the funtions '
k
are not L
2
-orthogonal, the o-
eÆients (slightly) depend on the order of the approximation. A simple omputation
shows that all oeÆients are of order O(
p
h), and that on the rst interval [0; h℄ the
oeÆients inrease for the higher order terms. On the seond interval [h; 2h℄ they
derease by several orders of magnitude. In Figure 2.3 we show these theoretial o-
eÆients on a logarithmi sale for approximations upto degree 7. It is obvious that
on the interval [0; h℄ h-renement rather than p-renement is the proper strategy to
obtain better auray, while the ontrary is true on the interval [h; 2h℄.
The theoretial behavior of the oeÆients for the funtion f(t) =
p
t is reov-
ered in the omputation of the oeÆients omputed for the urrent on the reeiving
straight-line thin-wire antenna. To illustrate this point, we onsider the omputation
of the urrent in a straight wire of length L = 3m and radius a = 0:02m, indued
by a plane wave exitation of wavenumber k = 1m
 1
and propagation vetor per-
pendiular to the antenna axis. We employ an uniform mesh of 128 elements, all
ontaining a loal polynomial approximation of degree seven. In Figure 2.4, we plot
the oeÆients of the p-hierarhial deomposition of the urrent on the rst and on
the fourteenth element. In the presene of disretization error, we onsider the latter
to be loated at a suÆiently large distane away from the boundary to be represen-
tative for the interior of the antenna. Like Figure 2.3, it shows that the oeÆients
inrease for the higher order terms on the element ontaining the singularity, and
that they derease by several orders of magnitude on the fourteenth element where
the solution is smooth. In Setion 3.4, we explain how this smoothness indiator is
used to implement the hp-strategy.
3. Implementation. In this setion we desribe the onstrution of the disrete
operator and the implementation of the hp-adaptive strategy.
3.1. Evaluation of the o-diagonal elements. For the o-diagonal elements
in (1.8)-(1.9) with ji  jj > 1, the singularity of the integrand falls outside the domain
11
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Fig. 2.3. CoeÆients of the p-hierarhial deomposition of f(t) =
p
t in the element [0; h℄ and
[h; 2h℄. The graphs show
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Fig. 2.4. CoeÆients of the p-hierarhial deomposition of the omputed urrent on a straight-
line reeiving thin-wire antenna in the rst and fourteenth element. The graphs show
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j
for the oeÆients in an approximation of degree 7.
of integration, and therefore we an use straightforward Gaussian quadrature. We
take a xed L-point Gaussian quadrature rule
Z
b
t=a
f(t) dt  (b  a)
L
X
m=1
w
m
f(t
m
) ;
12
and we obtain, with t
i
= t
i
  t
i 1
and 0  k; l  p,
(A
i;j
)
k;l
 t
i
t
j
L
X
m;n=1
w
m

i;k
(t
i;m
) w
n

j;l
(t
j;n
)

s  s
0
f
I
G

(t
i;m
; t
j;n
)
= t
i
t
j
L
X
m;n=1
w
m
'
k
(t
m
) w
n
'
l
(t
n
)

s  s
0
f
I
G

(t
i;m
; t
j;n
) ;
(B
i;j
)
k;l
 t
i
t
j
L
X
m;n=1
w
m

0
i;k
(t
i;m
) w
n

0
j;l
(t
j;n
)
f
I
G
(t
i;m
; t
j;n
)
= 4
L
X
m;n=1
w
m
'
0
k
(t
m
) w
n
'
0
l
(t
n
)
f
I
G
(t
i;m
; t
j;n
) :
It is lear that the onstant matries  and 
0
, dened by 
km
= w
m
'
k
(t
m
) and

0
km
= w
m
'
0
k
(t
m
), an be omputed in advane, so that the work of the onstru-
tion of the o-diagonal elementary matries omes down to O(L
2
) evaluations of
the funtion
f
I
G
(t; t
0
). Introduing the matries Z
i;j
and
b
Z
i;j
dened by Z
i;j
m;n
=
I
G
((t
i;m
; t
j;n
); ) and
b
Z
i;j
m;n
= s(t
i;m
)  s
0
(t
j;n
)Z
i;j
m;n
, respetively, we write the above
expressions as
A
i;j
 t
i
t
j

b
Z
i;j

T
; (3.1)
B
i;j
 4
0
Z
i;j
(
0
)
T
: (3.2)
3.2. Evaluation of the diagonal elements. For the diagonal elements in
(1.8)-(1.9) with i = j, we have to ompute integrals of the form
Z
t=t
i
t=t
i 1
Z
t
0
=t
i
t
0
=t
i 1

i;k
(t)
i;l
(t
0
)(jt  t
0
j) dt
0
dt ; (3.3)
where the funtion (jt   t
0
j) has a singularity at t = t
0
and the distane satises
jt t
0
j < t
i
. Taking into aount the type of dependene of  on t and t
0
, (see (1.10))
and omitting the fator s(t)  s
0
(t
0
) beause of the assumption that the urvature of
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the wire an be negleted over a distane of one or two elements, we approximate
(A
i;i
)
k;l
=
Z Z
t=t
i
;t
0
=t
i
t=t
i 1
;t
0
=t
i 1

i;k
(t)
i;l
(t
0
) s  s
0
f
I
G
(t; t
0
) dt
0
dt

Z Z
t=t
i
;t
0
=t
i
t=t
i 1
;t
0
=t
i 1

i;k
(t)
i;l
(t
0
)
f
I
G
(t; t
0
) dt
0
dt

Z Z
t=t
i
;t
0
=t
i
t=t
i 1
;t
0
=t
i 1

i;k
(t)
i;l
(t
0
)
1
a
I
G

jt  t
0
j h
i
a
; 

dt
0
dt
=
1
a
Z Z
=1;
0
=1
=0;
0
=0
'
k
()'
l
(
0
) I
G

j   
0
jt
i
h
i
a
; 

d(t
i

0
) d(t
i
)
=
t
2
i
a
Z
=
1
p
2
=
 1
p
2
I
G

jj
p
2
t
i
h
i
a
; 

Z
=
p
2 jj
=jj
'
k

 + 
p
2

'
l

   
p
2

d d
=
t
2
i
a
Z
=1
=0
P
kl
() I
G


t
i
h
i
a
; 

d
=
t
2
i
a
IP
kl
(
t
i
h
i
a
; ) ; (3.4)
where h
i
is as dened as in Setion 1.2, and where the transformations  = (+)=
p
2
and 
0
= (   )=
p
2 have been used (see Figure 3.1(a)). In (3.4) we introdued the
denitions
b
P
kl
() =
Z
=
p
2 jj
=jj
'
k

 + 
p
2

'
l

   
p
2

d ; (3.5)
P
kl
() =
1
p
2

b
P
kl


p
2

+
b
P
kl

 
p
2

; (3.6)
IP
kl
(x; ) =
Z
=1
=0
P
kl
() I
G
( x; ) d : (3.7)
For the polynomial base (2.15), the funtions
b
P
kl
and P
kl
are also polynomials and
they an be omputed one and for all. Similarly we nd
(B
i;i
)
k;l

1
a
IP
0
kl
(
t
i
h
i
a
; ) ; (3.8)
with the polynomials

P
0
kl
() =
Z
=
p
2 jj
=jj
'
0
k

 + 
p
2

'
0
l

   
p
2

d ; (3.9)
P
0
kl
() =
1
p
2


P
0
kl


p
2

+

P
0
kl

 
p
2

; (3.10)
IP
0
kl
(x; ) =
Z
=1
=0
P
0
kl
() I
G
( x; ) d : (3.11)
To ompute (A
i;j
)
k;l
and (B
i;j
)
k;l
we use the splitting (2.10) and take into aount
that I
S
(x; ) vanishes for x > 3:1. This implies that we have to onsider two ases:
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Fig. 3.1. Coordinate transformation.
the argument x being larger or smaller than 3:1. In the ase x < 3:1, the expressions
(3.4) and (3.8) an be implemented diretly. However, for x > 3:1 the disontinuous
behaviour ar x = 3:1 requires a more areful treatment. We get
IP
kl
(x; ) =
Z
=1
=0
P
kl
() I
S
(x ; ) d
=
Z
=3:1=x
=0
P
kl
() I
S
(x ; ) d
=
Z
z=x=3:1=x
z=x=0
P
kl
(z=x) I
S
(x z=x; ) dz=x
=
1
x
Z
z=3:1
z=0
P
kl
(z=x) I
S
(z; ) dz ; (3.12)
and similarly
IP
0
kl
(x; ) =
1
x
Z
z=3:1
z=0
P
0
kl
(z=x) I
S
(z; ) dz : (3.13)
These funtions an also be omputed beforehand.
3.3. Evaluation of the o-diagonal elements. For the o-diagonal elements
in (1.8)-(1.9) we also use the splitting (2.10) of I
G
(; ). Due to symmetry, it suÆes
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to onsider upper o-diagonal elements only. We obtain
(A
i;i+1
)
k;l
=
Z Z
t=t
i
;t
0
=t
i+1
t=t
i 1
;t
0
=t
i

i;k
(t)
i;l
(t
0
) s  s
0
f
I
G
(t; t
0
) dt
0
dt

Z
t=t
i
t=t
i 1
Z
t
0
=t
i+1
t
0
=t
i

i;k
(t)
i;l
(t
0
)
f
I
G
(t; t
0
) dt
0
dt
=
Z
t=t
i
t=t
i 1
Z
t
0
=t
i+1
t
0
=t
i

i;k
(t)
i;l
(t
0
)
1
a
I
G

jt  t
0
j h
i
a
; 

dt
0
dt
=
Z
t=t
i
t=t
i 1
Z
t
0
=t
i+1
t
0
=t
i

i;k
(t)
i;l
(t
0
)
1
a
I
R

jt  t
0
j h
i
a
; 

dt
0
dt
+
Z
t=t
i
t=t
i 1
Z
t
0
=t
i+1
t
0
=t
i

i;k
(t)
i;l
(t
0
)
1
a
I
S

jt  t
0
j h
i
a
; 

dt
0
dt
=
 
A
R
i;i+1

k;l
+
 
A
S
i;i+1

k;l
: (3.14)
Again we neglet the fator s  s
0
, assuming that the wire is only mildly urved.
The regular part, A
R
i;i+1
is omputed by two-dimensional Gaussian quadrature as in
Setion 3.1. For omputing the singular part, A
S
i;i+1
, we make use of the fat that
I
S
(; ) = 0 for  > 3:1 and, in order to be sure that the o-diagonal elements are
not inuened by the singularity, we take are that the disretization has no wire
segments with ratio t
i
=a smaller than 3:1. In pratise it appears that this is no
serious restrition as is does not impede aurate omputations. In Setion 4 we see
that even for the approximation of the singular part of the solution suÆient auray
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an be obtained. Assuming that t
i
> t
i+1
(see Figure 3.1(b)), we obtain
 
A
S
i;i+1

k;l
=
Z
t=t
i
t=t
i 1
Z
t
0
=t
i+1
t
0
=t
i

i;k
(t)
i;l
(t
0
)
1
a
I
S

jt  t
0
j h
i
a
; 

dt
0
dt
=
Z
t=t
i
t=2t
i
 t
i+1
Z
t
0
=t
i+1
t
0
=t
i

i;k
(t)
i;l
(t
0
)
1
a
I
S

jt  t
0
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where we have introdu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In ase that t
i
< t
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(Figure 3.1()), idential results are obtained. Similarly, we
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where we have introdued
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Although these are somewhat omplex expressions, the funtions
b
Q
k;l
(), Q
k;l
(),
IQ
k;l
(x; ) and their primed ounterparts are easily preomputed one and for all.
3.4. The hp-adaptive strategy. Our hp-adaptive strategy is an iterative pro-
edure that starts with a oarse uniform mesh on whih a low order (p = 2) solution
is omputed. In eah step of the iteration it is deided, for eah element, whether
it should be h-rened (i.e., the element is split into two equal smaller elements), or
p-rened (i.e., the order of the approximation in that element is enhaned by one
order). If it is deided that the approximation is loally aurate enough no further
renement is applied in that element. The proedure ends when no element requires
any further renement or, for the elements that still do, the element-size drops below
some given minimal value.
The deision on whether to apply p- or h-renement is made on basis of the loal
smoothness of the omputed solution. The smoothness of the solution is determined
from the behaviour of the oeÆients in the hierarhial representation of the solution
in an element. As explained in Setion 2.3, for a suÆiently smooth solution we may
expet the oeÆients to derease geometrially if the element-size is small enough.
Therefore, we onsider in eah element the sequene of oeÆients as found in (2.16),
i.e., j
p
+
0
j=2, j
p
 
0
j=2, j
1
j, j
2
j,    , j
p 1
j. In partiular the tail of this sequene,
(i.e., the last 3 available oeÆents) is used to determine the smoothness.
Denoting the oeÆients in the tail by respetively C
1
, C
2
and C
3
, and introduing
an derement fator  > 1, we ompare the values of the triple fC
1
; C
2
; 
2
C
3
g,
distinguishing 2 situations:
- the tail is dereasing if 
2
C
3
< C
1
, or
- the tail is inreasing if 
2
C
3
 C
1
.
In ase of an inreasing tail, the triple an be
- monotonous, or
- of V-type, i.e., C
2
< min(C
1
; 
2
C
3
), or
- of A-type, i.e., C
2
 max(C
1
; 
2
C
3
).
The deision on p- or h-renement is now made as follows:
1. if the oeÆient tail is dereasing we qualify the solution to be loally smooth,
and we take the last omputed oeÆient in the hierarhial basis, C
3
, as the
urrent loal error. If this error is larger than a presribed tolerane, we
deide for p-renement;
2. if the oeÆient tail is monotonously inreasing or of inreasing V-type, then
adding the last orretion proved to have an adverse eet. The solution is
qualied as non-smooth, motivating to h-rene the element. C
2
is taken as
the loal error. In the two new elements we use the same order p as was used
in the original unsplit element.
3. if the oeÆient tail is of inreasing A-type, then the previous triple in the
same element an only have been of V-type. This means that the oeÆient
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C
1
is (possibly by oinidene) relatively small. We onsider adding the
orretion orresponding to C
3
to be beneial, the solution to be loally
smooth and we take C
3
as the loal error. If this loal element is larger than
a presribed tolerane, we deide to p-rene the element.
In this way we ontrol the L
1
-error on eah element. We notie that a larger fator 
requires a faster dereasing sequene of hierarhial oeÆients, and hene introdues
a bias towards h-renement, whereas a smaller  > 1 leads to more p-renement. In
this work we use  = 4 as it gives a good balane between h-and p-adaption as shown
Setion 4.
The mesh renement iterative proess requires at every iteration the element-
by-element assembly of the disrete operator. The hierarhial basis is suh that
the elementary operator of a p-rened element equals the previously omputed one
augmented by one row and olumn. We exploit this fat in our simulation ode by
remembering previously omputed results.
Stopping Criterium. Motivated by our arguments in Setion 3.2, we tailor the
adaptive renement proess so as to ensure that the disretization error 4V in the
voltage omputation is smaller than a presribed tolerane TOL. Beause of (1.12),
we see that 4V  C kI(t)k
L
1
(
)
, where I(t) denotes the error in I(t). On a mesh
onsisting of N elements we allow on eah element an L
1
-error of TOL=N , whih
implies an L
1
-error of TOL=(N h). In this way we distribute the L
1
-error over the
grid, allowing for a larger L
1
-error on smaller elements.
Numerial evidene given in Setion 4.3 shows that starting omputations with
a mild tolerane and using the nal mesh obtained as point of departure for a more
aurate omputation results in a slower inrease of the degrees of freedom than when
requiring a stringent tolerane from the start.
4. Numerial Results. In this setion we desribe four examples. First we
show how the hp-renement strategy works for the omputation of the urrent in a
reeiving straight wire antenna. Next we do the same for an emitting antenna. In the
third example we study how the auray requirement for the indued voltage aross
a gap in the reeiving antenna inuenes the required number of degrees of freedom.
For omparison with results from other papers, in these rst three examples we still
onsider the lassial straight thin-wire antenna. In the last example we perturb the
geometry of the antenna and employ the method developed to trak the eet of the
urvature on the indued voltage.
4.1. Current in Reeiving Antenna. In the rst experiment, we onsider
the omputation of the urrent in a straight wire antenna of length L = 1m and
radius a = 0:001m, indued by a plane wave exitation of frequeny f = 500MHz and
propagation vetor perpendiular to the axis of the antenna. We use the L
1
-error
bound introdued in Setion 3.4 as the stopping riterium in the mesh renement
proess. As initial disretization we hoose a uniform mesh with 16 seond degree
elements having in total 33 (i.e., 17 + 16) degrees of freedom. Imposing a tolerane
TOL = 5e-8Am, this results in eight adaptive renement steps and a mesh of 96
elements with 422 degrees of freedom. In Figure 4.1(a) for the nal mesh we plot the
number of loal mesh renements and polymomial order. In Figure 4.1(b) we show
the omputed urrent. The mesh shows to have been h-rened near the end-point
singularities and to have been p-rened where the urrent is a smooth funtion. The
behavior of the L
1
-norm of the error in the omputed urrent as a funtion of the
mesh renement step in shown in Figure 4.3(a). On the nal mesh the estimated
L
1
-error in the urrent is 8:47e-7A.
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4.2. Current in Emitting Antenna. This time we onsider the omputation
of the urrent in an emitting straight antenna. Length and radius are as in the
previous example. Now the antenna has a gap of 0:01m in its middle where a urrent
soure of 1A is impressed. Starting from a pieewise seond degree solution on a
uniform mesh with eight elements on either side of the gap and imposing a tolerane
TOL = 1e-3Am, seven adaptive renement steps result in a mesh of 45 elements
with 154 degrees of freedom. The nal hp-mesh and omputed urrent are shown in
Figure 4.2. Both the end-point singularities and the singularities at the boundaries
of the gap are learly resolved by low order small elements. The onvergene history
of the L
1
-norm of the error in the urrent is shown in Figure 4.3(b). The estimated
L
1
-error in the omputed urrent is 1:64e-2A.
4.3. Voltage Aross a Gap in Straight Wire. Now we ompute the voltage
indued over a gap in a reeiving straight wire antenna exited by a plane wave at
500 MHz with propagation vetor perpendiular to the antenna axis. The values for
L, a, the gap size and the initial mesh are the same as above. We investigate how
the required tolerane aets the following three quantities onsidered as funtions
of the index of the mesh renement step: the number of degrees of freedom, the
error in the amplitude of the voltage and the L
1
-norm of the error in the urrent.
On eah mesh, the error in the voltage amplitude is omputed by onsidering the
error in the urrent on an element to be given by the highest degree basis funtion
times the orresponding oeÆient, substituting this error in (1.12) and taking the
absolute value of the result. We illustrate in partiular how a stepwise redution of
the tolerane results in a savings of the degrees of freedom. In the top row of Figure
4.4 we show the behavior of the three funtions of interest for three dierent values of
TOL (TOL = 1e-2; 1e-3; 1e-4Am) starting from a pieewise seond degree solution on
a uniform mesh with four (as opposed to eight in the previous example) elements on
either side of the gap. In the last ase, nine renement steps result in a mesh with 608
degrees of freedom, an estimated L
1
-error in the omputed urrent of 6:48e-4A and
an estimated error in the amplitude of the voltage of 3e-6V. In the bottom row of
Figure 4.4 we plot the onvergene history of the same three quantities starting with
TOL = 1e-2Am, stepwise reduing this value to TOL = 1e-3Am after the fourth
iteration and TOL = 1e-4Am after the ninth iteration, respetively. In this way 14
iterations results in a mesh of 516 degrees on freedom. This is a signiant redution
ompared with the 608 degrees of freedom generated before.
4.4. The Eet of Perturbations in the Geometry of the Wire. In this
last example we perturb the straight wire by a sinus prole, setting the funtions
h
1
(t) and h
2
(t) introdued in Setion 1.1 equal to h
1
(t) = 0 and h
2
(t) = wL sin( t)
for 0  t  L, respetively (see Figure 4.5(a)): we study how the indued voltage
hanges with w for w ranging between 0 and 1.5. The values for L and a, the loation
and width of the gap, as well as the frequeny of the exitation are hosen as in the
previous examples. The progation vetor is assumed to be perpendiular to the x-
axis. In the range of w onsidered, the total length of the wire varies between 1m and
approximately 3:17m and is thus equal to an integer multiple of the the wavelenght
 = 0:6m at four instanes. In Figure 4.5(b) we plot the amplitude of the voltage
jV (w)j as a funtion of w. Four resonanes an be learly distinguished.
5. Conlusion. In this paper we solve Poklington's equation with exat kernel
for the voltage indued aross gaps in arbitrarily urved thin wire antennas. For the
eÆient disretization we introdued a new adaptive renement strategy. The key is
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Fig. 4.1. Results for a reeiving straight wire antenna. Left: the number of mesh renement
steps and the polynomial degree yielding an L
1
-error smaller than TOL = 5e-8Am. Right: the real
and imaginary part of the omputed urrent.
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Fig. 4.2. Results for an emitting straight wire antenna. Left: the number of mesh renement
steps and the polynomial degree yielding an L
1
-error smaller than TOL = 3e-3Am. Right: the real
and imaginary part of the omputed urrent.
that the degree of loal smoothness of the solution an be derived from pieewise p-
hierarhial basis oeÆients. This information is used to deide whether a partiular
element has to be h- or p-rened. Numerial results for straight and urved antennas
demonstrate both the simpliity and eÆieny of the approah.
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tion in voltage
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Fig. 4.4. Top row: number of degrees of freedom, error in amplitude of voltage and L
1
-
norm of the error in the urrent as funtions of the mesh renement step for TOL = 1e-2Am,
TOL = 1e-3Am and TOL = 1e-4Am. Bottom row: adaptive strategy for TOL, dereasing its value
during the iteration (starting with TOL = 1e-2Am, after the fourth iteration TOL = 1e-3Am and
after the ninth iteration TOL = 1e-4Am).
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Fig. 4.5. Results for a urved reeiving wire antenna. Left: geometry of the wire. Right:
Amplitude of the indued voltage as a funtion of the amplitude of the perturbation.
